Epos System
Scales and weighing

Reasons for buying

1 Faster lls

Automatically send price updates to your scales

Using touch menus makes serving those items
that aren't barcoded very easy with dedicated
keyboards for diﬀerent goods like fruit and
vegetables , press the bu,on and the weigh is
read from the scale.

2 Quicker price updates
Depending on the nature of your retail business, the type of scales you require will vary. Open Retail
oﬀer a choice of scales from stand-alone weigh/label to ll-integrated weighing plates. Either way, we
only work with reputable and reliable suppliers. Whichever type of scales you use, Mul Retail provides
a direct link to the lls and back oﬃce system, so whenever you need to change a price or add a new
product you just enter the informa on once into your pc and it will automa cally update the scales and
lls. It’s quick, easy and accurate!

No need to go to each scale entering prices and
label text , it can all be sent from the oﬃce pc and
updated even whilst the operator is serving

3 Beer sales repor ng
You don’t have to wait un l the end of trading to
see what’s selling, how much money you have
taken or how many customers you have served.

XS400

XM400

XT400

Weigh Plates
Whether you use integrated weigh plate or
weigh/label scales, Mul Retail allows you to
eﬃciently process mul ple weighed items from
diﬀerent areas of your store. As it links your scales
directly to the lls or back oﬃce, price changes will
be automa cally updated.

Hardware Partners
Open Retail works with business partners like Box
Technologies, Dell, Avery Berkel and Verifone to provide a
complete one stop solu on. Our partners are chosen very
carefully, only including those companies who oﬀer a very
high level of service and reliability.

Benefits of the system

Touch Menu
The scales have a touch menu to assist in picking the right items, or you can just enter the PLU
number if you know it. The weight is read and
price extended allowing a barcoded label to be
printed oﬀ reﬂec ng the diﬀerent weights of
each piece sold. These goods are taken to the
ll together with any other shopping. The ll
scans this barcode and sells it at the recorded
price.

1 Prices linked to ll and scales
Once you have agreed todays prices it takes no me at
all to enter these in and get them downloaded into the lls
and scales.

2 Ingredients and allergens
These can be stored and quickly edited to be included

Avery Software
Usually supplied as part of the scales installa on is the
Avery Berkel so4ware package, Business Connect, that
allows data to be imported and exported to the scales. As
well as the usual product (Price Look Up—PLU) details on
descrip on and price, it also oﬀers the user control over
their keyboard, menus, label designs and display adverts.
No need to run round all the scales loading the latest
prices.

In the text that can be printed on the scale label.

3 Real me informa on
Knowing what is selling well during the day gives you
chance to make the correct decision on reordering so that
you do not run out of stock.
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